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Vote fails to solve Ram's Horn issue
by Mike Dostie
Despite a second referendum and three
weeks of bitter controversy, the residents
of Estabrooke Hall still have not decided
whether to permit the re-establishment of
the Ram's Horn coffeehouse in the
dormitory's basement.
In a two-day referendum held on
Thursday and Friday last week, the
graduate students in favor of the proposal
fell twenty votes short of the two-thirds
voting requirement necessary for approval
while those opposed to the coffeehouse
issue fell six votes short of the one-third
voting requirement needed to prevent
another referendum.
The actual figures reveal that the 92
votes in favor of the Ram's Horn represent
a clear majority of opinion but do not
reach the 112 votes needed to acheive a
two-thirds majority of the dormitory's total
population of 168. And, since the SO votes
cast opposing the Ram's Horn also failed
to fulfill the 56 ballot requirement
necessary to prevent another vote, the
dormitory council of Estabrooke could call
for another vote.
Jim Carruthers. president of Estabrooke
Hall. appeared quite pessimistic on the
coffeehouse's chances in another referendum.
"If I thought they had an off-hand
chance of getting into the dorm. I'd be
willing to try it again," Carruthers said.
But I think there are so many people now
that are fed up with it, I don't know if we

can get up enough spirit to try to get it by
again."
"I feel very bad that the Ram's Horn
was turned out of this dorm," he added.
"I think it is a very worthwhile place and
would be of benefit to the dorm. But I
think the people who voted against it will
fight you for another vote. The 15 per
cent who still don't care, who just sit in
their rooms. I think they will fight you for
another vote because I don't think they'll
get out to vote. I really don't think they
should saddle the rest of the dorm with
their abstentions," Carruthers said.
Carruthers also announced that he
would formally resign as dormitory president at the next Dorm Council meeting to
be held this week.
"I feel that I don't want to be president
of a body of people that is ruled under a
minority system." Carruthers said. "this
dorm and every other dorm is ruled under
a minority system. I don't think that the
minority ever has the right to dictate what
the majority does. They definitely have
the right of opinion and have the right to
bitch, but not to tell the majority what to
do."
Philip Swanson. vice president of the
graduate dormitory, was more optimistic
in his outlook on the possibility of another
vote.
"Well. I guess we'll just have to have
another dorm meeting and decide on
another vote." Swanson said. "I imagine
the Ram's Horn people will get out and do

a bit more canvassing and try to get more
to vote."
Philip Spalding, spokesman for the
student senate funded coffeehouse committee. did not concur with Swanson's
optimism.
"My feeling is that I don't see that the
channels or the means of doing it are
going to change that much," Spalding
said. "How can you go back to the same
place and make the people vote for a third
time? They're 311 reasonably tired of the
whole idea."
"If the first vote had gone through,"
Spalding added, "there would not have
been any problems because once somebody sees what the hell the Ram's Horn
is, they aren't going to argue with it. How

can you argue with somebody drinking
some coffee and
making a little
dialogue?"
An unofficial "straw poll" of 30
residents in Estabrooke Hall confirmed a
considerable disaffection for another
dormitory vote. Eight-three per cent of
those questioned felt that another vote
would just aggravate the issue while only
13 per cent would not mind another vote.
Many students and dorm officials
the
with
expressed
dissatisfaction
methods and voting procedures established by Residential Lite.
The dormitory's 92 to 50 decision.
tabulated late Friday night, reversed a
previous vote in favor of the issue taken at
*continued on page three.

Parent's Weekend soaked;
fair reset for October 11
by Rhett Wieland

All of the textbooks were gathered from
the furniture and placed on a
underneath
The fifth annual Organizational Fair
corner of the desk where parents would be
which was to be held on the mall last
sure to notice them.
Saturday has been rescheduled for homeAnd even the record collectieus were
coming Weekend. Oct. 10 and 11.
so that Beethoven's Pastorale and
shuffled
to
due
was
fair
The cancellation of the
Blue Danube were up front,
Strauss's
an almost steady downpour of rain that
Ohio Players album went
the
while
conbegan early Saturday morning and
back of the box.
the
to
straight
tinued through Saturday night.
especially freshmen,
students,
And
rain
the
with
arrived,
Sunday morning
their teeth, put
brushed
hair,
their
washed
finally gone. but with the ground soaking
and removed the
clothes,
respectable
on
worse
the
somewhat
wet and the parents
pin-up of Miss October or the fold-out of
for wear. All around campus parents
Burt Reynolds from the wall of their room.
Everyone was on his best behavior, with
language carefully guarded lest he slip
and utter the phrases now common-place
in college life.
could be seen with their student sons and
Then, before you students knew it, your
daughters getting the grand tour of
father shook your hand, your mother gave
UMO—the library, the gym, the Memorial
you a kiss on the cheek and they both got
Union, Little Hall, on and on. Parents
up,
were even found on the sixth level of the in the car, leaving you all duded
standing there
just
dumb,
of
kind
feeling
through
thumbing
stacks, leisurely
waving goodbye.
volumes from the Library of Congress. or
As soon as they rounded the corner, you
a
reading
corner
a
in
floor
sitting on the
long enough to make sure they
waited
book. Everywhere one looked there were
back to the room you
gone—then
were
riding
parents
were
There
parents.
Sunday clothes and on
the
came
Off
went.
bicycles, parents shooting pool, parents
jeans, t-shirt and sneakers
faded
the
went
even
were
there
yes,
and,
tennis
playing
that you had stuffed in a bureau drawer.
parents at the shore dinner scheduled
So, you shuffled through your albums,
benefit.
their
for
especially
Magicians Birthday by Uriah
selected
In expectation of parents weekend, beds
Heap. cranked up the volume, slumped
were made, rooms were cleaned, ashtrays
silently thanked
were carefully emptied. and all sorts of down on the couch and
the University that Parents Weekend only
sundries were cleverly tucked away, only
comes once a year.. unless dear old dad is
to be brought out after the parents had
a UMO alumnus,
left.

news/commentary

rhett wieland

College orders self—study
to determine priorities
The College of Arts and Sciences is in
the process of self-examination to determine directions for the college's development.
Arts and Sciences Dean Gorden A.
Haaland said the study will proceed on a
departmental basis, with each of the
college's 17 schools thoroughly examining
their operations.
A document entitled "Development
Plan, 1975-80, "including a guide for
planning and a sequence of procedures to
be followed in determining priorities, was
sent to A&S faculty members by the dean
on Sept. 16. The document details areas
for research to be used by the departments in evaluating themselves.
The purpose for the evaluation, as
stated in the document, is two-fold: to

identify directions for college development
by having each department generate a
meaningful plan for the next four years,
and to use these plans as the basis of
resource allocations over the next four
years.
Haaland hopes the study will provide
the college with "a sense of direction, a
sense of identity." as an example of what
the study hopes to acheive. he cited the
Department of Journalism.
"There are many areas of journalism
but we obviously cannot expect to excel in
every one of them. So we take news
journalism and we put every effort into
making it the best possible school of
journalism. This is what we want to do in
every department, look and see what
areas are the most profitable to develop,"
*continued on page three*
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Lawyer explains statutes:
dweek
eather
Tuesday
See Monday's weather.
Wednesday
Increasing cloudiness, high near 70.
low near 40.
Thursday
Gray, high in the 60's, lows upper
30's to low 40's, with a chance of
showers.

What's
on
Tuesday September 30
SANDWICH CINEMA— • The Endless
Sea'', North Lown Room. Memorial
Union. Noon.
ARABIC DANCING LESSONS—Last day
for sign-up at the MUAB office, third
floor. Memorial Union.
MAINE PEACE ACTION COMMITTEE—
FFA Room, Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
FILM FESTIVAL—"The King and I". 100
Nutting Hall. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
ANONYMOUS—Open
ALCOHOLICS
. 8 p.m.
Center
MCA
Meeting.

'Laws favor landlords'
Many Maine statutes are biased in
Russ
favor of landlords, according to
for
r
retaine
on
lawyer
Christensen, the
ment.
govern
t
studen
UMO's
At a recent meeting of the Orono-Old
Town Tenants' Union, Christensen said
that at present a landlord does not have to
show cause if he wishes to evict a tenant
who does not hold a lease.
"If he knows how to use technical
provisions of laws, and if he is willing to
bring a person to court, then he can get
him out." Christensen said. And most
low-income people. he said, are not
psychologically fit to withstand the court
system, so they would rather leave the
apartment than fight.
The process is simple—a landlord must
give only 30 days notice before eviction. A
hearing in court may take place one week
after the 30 days are up: then within a
week, an eviction notice for the tenant
may be issued.
"The theory behind the laws." Christensen explained. "is that it's the
landlord's building. thus he can do what
he wants with it."
Where a lease is involved. Christensen
said the landlord has to show cause in
order to throw the tenant out. But he
added that few people sign leases—if they
do. the landlord usually ends up winning
because few students are willing to take
the matter to court.

Wednesday October 1
SANDWICH CINEMA—"The Endless
Sea-, North LOW n Room. Memorial
TAPE PLAYERS DUE ON OR
Union. Noon.
BY FRI., OCT.3.
VARSITY SOCCER—UMO vs. Colby,
RETURN THEM AT THE
Alumni Field.
STUDY CENTER.
VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY—UMO vs. 1$1 A DAY LATE FEE IF
Bates. Alumni Field.
OVERDUE.
CHESS—Bumps Room, Memorial Union.
7 p.m.

The most common problem Christensen
put
has dealt with concerns students who
back
them
get
can't
and
ts
deposi
down
when they leave. He said he advises the
student to take the matter to small claims
court, where he can often win if he tries.
Christensen said one solution to the
housing problem would be to get rid of the
profit-making process. This would involve
an attempt to create a funding service for
tenants so that they may acquire their own
house or apartment. To manage this
properly. Christensen said the landlords
would be reimbursed by state funds.
"By getting the apartments on a
home-ownership basis (as a co-op or
public housing), the money that formerly
went toward a landlord's profits could be
reinvested into the houses," Christensen
said.
The lawyer said the solution is not
always in the court system, for that is a
long slow process. He cited other alternatives such as designing legislative bills.

IMPORTED
Assorted Leathers
in Popular Colors
with Many
Modern Styles

\

ALL SIZES
Call:
Brian Peoples
827-5421

and training students on effective lobbying of a political attack on a landlord.
"But most important," Christensen
added, "is to educate people. We should
organize people into groups, for one
person will get no where," Christensen
said. "You can build the energy up by
gathering people together with an understanding of the economic forces that
alienate them."
Christensen has several solutions for
landlord-student problems. Last year about 20% of all problems that came before
the lawyer were directly connected to
housing. This year, Christensen hopes to
train some para-legal workers to handle
some of the load.
In addition, he has designed his own
student housing project which he intends
to submit to the student government this
fall. His plan would include low cost/low
maintenance housing built by the students
themselves and sponsored by UMO's
student government.

SWEDISH CLOGS
Men's and Women's

) CLOGS
2) SHOE CLOGS
3) CLOG BOOTS
0,

Stu(
Edie Dingle 581-7845

231

UNIN1
.0116

Thursday October 2
FORUM—Discussion
FORNIGHTLY
following the film "Future Shock." MCA
Center. 7 p.m.

news
briefs
Property valued at approximately
$330.000 has been donated to UMO by a
New York City man. The land, consisting
of 22 acres located on, east side of the
Damariscotta River in South Bristol. Me.,
was given to the university by George
Willet. a member of the New York Stock'
Exchange. The tract includes 3200 feet of
undeveloped shoreline which will be used
by Darling Oceanographic Research Center as a source for sea water for its marine
research laboratories.
Colby H. Chandler has been named to
receive the 1975 Alumni Career Award.
Chandler, executive vice-president of the
Eastman Kodak Company, and a 1950
graduate of UMO. will be the eleventh
recipient of the General Alumni Association sponsored award. He will be honored
at a reception and dinner at Wells
Commons on Oct. 10. The award is given
each year to an alumnus who has an
"outstanding record in professional,
business, and public service."
1974-75 was a record year for scientific
rcsearch at UMO. according to a report
released by Vice-President for Research
and Public services Frederick Hutchinson.
Funded research sponsored by individuals reached an all-time high of $3.8
million. The funds came from federal.
state, community and private sources.
More than SI million went to three UMO
research institutes, the Quaternary Institute. the Migratory Fish Research Institute. and the Ira C. Darling Oceanographic
Center.
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Housing official defends coffeehouse ruling
president added. "It is totally incon*from page one•
to me that who is running the
11.
Sept.
on
held
ceivable
meeting
a dormitory
coffeehouse makes a difference as to
this Sept. 11 verdict was ruled
whether it is a 'major life-style change."
assistant
Davis,
R.
"invalid" by Neal
Carruthers also said he did not feel the
director of Residential Life, because it did
major
represented "a
use
es
coffeeho
procedur
voting
specific
not reflect the
life-style of the dorm. He
the
in
change"
parietals
Life's
ial
Resident
in
outlined
also stated that he felt Residential Life
policy requiring a two-thirds vote by
and Robert Acetta, the head resident at
secret ballot on all "major changes in
Estabrooke, had succumbed to the
not
dormitory life-style." Davis' ruling
feelings of a "very vocal and very
only prompted a second vote but ushered
intimidating" minority within the dormwell.
in a wave of controversy as
itory while impinging upon the rights of
"I felt that the Ram's Horn, since it was
the majority of students.
was
a
week,
days
going to operate seven
Spalding, echoed Carruthers' dissatis'a major change in dormitory life-style,"'
faction.
I
g,
reasonin
this
Davis explained. "Using
"I think this whole Residential Life trip
went to our parietals policy requiring a
the two-thirds vote is a bunch of
with
two-thirds vote."
"Jim
Spaulding said.
-shit,"
horse
The assistant housing director added
me
makes
it
for
Carruthers going to bat
that while any changes in dormitory life
any
do
will
it
if
doubt
I
but
good,
feel
during the school year usually requires
good."
100 per cent of the dorm's approval, he
"I doubt the issue is 'a major change in
had made a compromise by reducing the
e," Spalding added. "This whole
life-styl
ds.
two-thir
to
ents
requirem
ballot
is atrocious and, I think,
thing
voting
the
of
Rather than pacifying both sides
Life did not have any
tial
"Residen
second
the
for
e
procedur
voting
the
issue,
there's not much anyone
but
it,
for
carpet
into
med
referendum eventually mushroo
can do."
the major issue at Estabrooke.
Both Carruthers and Spalding agreed
Carruthers, was dissatisfied with the
that the first dormitory vote was valid and
way residental life handled the coffeeprobably would have "saved a lot of
Life
ial
Resident
house issue. "I think
grief' if it had not been discounted.
handled this thing poorly, very poorly.
Acetta. head resident of Estabrooke.
the
for
ents
The two-thirds voting requirem
a more moderate approach to the
offered
second referendum was a completely
would say Residential Life had
"I
issue.
charged.
rs
Carruthe
arbitrary decision."
situation to the best that they
the
handled
Residential Life should get called on the
It's a new situation with no
how.
know
se,
to
out
were
They
by.
precedents to go
its a new situation they've
ts.
preceden
precedents.—
against." Acetta said.
up
run
never
of
n
definitio
poor
very
a
"They had
g the Ram's Horn
opposin
those
Of
what constituted a 'major life-style
of whom refused to be
(most
proposal
was
who
being
them
of
—one
change'
identified), the majority of opinion idrunning the coffeehouse," the dormitory

Students join United Way drive
UMO will become the first school in the
nation to attempt a United Way campaign
at the student level Oct. 1. according to
IDB President Jeff Raynes.
The United Way campaign. which raises
funds for 19 Bangor area service organizations as part of the Penobscot Valley
United Way drive, will be conducted on
campus by various student groups,

headed by Raines.
"No door to door canvassing will be
conducted" to solicit student donations,
said Raynes. He indicated that all monies
will be raised through the program
offerings of participating student organizations. "We are looking not only for
money." he added. "but also service
support."

icated a satisfaction with Residential Life's
decision on whether or not the coffeehouse
constituted a major change in dormitory
life-style.
One student said "the coffeehouse
would be a major change. It would limit
the student's freedom within the dorm."
She further indicated that "if someone
wanted to study downstairs, it would be
hard to do so with a lot of people there."
. Another graduate student cited "a
contractual basis" for his opposition to the
issue. He felt that since he had signed a
contract with Residential Life, "they were
bound to stick by it. They should not be
allowed to change the dorm at the whim of

a few people." For this reason he felt the
two-thirds requirements was a good
system.
A few other dissenting opinions centered around the security of the dorm with
the increased traffic the Ram's Horn
would bring. One source said that he felt
"the dorm was just asking for trouble if it
allowed the coffeehouse to set up in the
basement."
Still, a few people thought the students
were not given enough time to think over
the proposal at the first meeting held of
Sept 11. One student felt that "changes
of this nature should be voted on during
the late spring before the next year, not in
the middle of a semester."

Study stresses excellence
*from page one*
Haaland said. "We have a commitment
to excellence within, the college."
He said that each department has
distinguished its excellence in different
ways. Some have attained excellence in
their graduate programs, others in areas
But
of public service and research.
excellence in undergraduate teaching, he
said, is the top priority.
Haaland said in the past the college has
tended to react to problems, rather than to
plan in advance. He said the college faced
.a setback this year when it was asked to
reduce its budget by $100,000. That left
the college with S4,786,475 to divide
among its 17 departments. The evaluation
would be necessary even if there had not
been a budget cut, he said, since money
and efficient budget planning are important factors.
The dean has been meeting with faculty
and department chairmen since Sept. 16
to discuss in detail the planning process
outlined in the development plan. He has
also been meeting individually with
faculty to discuss the goals and outlines of
the planning procedure. Each department
will develop general plans and submit
them to the college at the end of this
semester.
An advisory committee, selected by the
dean in consultation with faculty and
departmental chairmen and consisting of

1

fly high with

wider

five colleagues, two alumni, and a faculty
representative from another college, will
meet with the dean to evaluate these
Then they will pose
general plans.
specific plans from which the committee
and Haaland will establish priorities for
the allocation of resources.
A final document will be published by
June 1976 outlining these plans and
identifying the college's priorities.
Haaland said the faculty supports the
study idea. Most, he said, recognize that
the study will benefit them. According to
the dean, many small studies have been
done in the past. but they have not been
generated at the departmental level as
this study is. "We're asking those who
deliver the services to be responsible for
the planning process." he stated.
Vice President for Academic Affairs
James M. Clark said the study is "an
example of a planning document which
gets translated into reality."
To Clark's knowledge. none of the five
colleges at UMO is planning a study
similar to that of Arts and Sciences.
"Next year.•" he said. "we will be visited
for accreditation by the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges. Each
,college will have to prepare a report and
make recommendations." He pointed out
that the College of Arts and Sciences will
be ahead of the game because of the
study.
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Commentary by Jeff W Beebe

The Somerset Solution: A call to act.ion

Let's get together
Since we took our initial stand on faculty
-,alary hikes in the first issue of the Campus,
we've become aware that the situation is not
nearly so simplistic as we imagined.
We rapped the prof's proverbial knuckles for
the lack of "professional enthusiasm- which
prompted the flight of several to more moneyed
positions elsewhere. In reply, several indignant
faculty members accosted the Campus staff with
a defense for the desired salary increases—as
buffers against present inflationary prices.
So far, faculty and student needs have been
viewed in extreme opposition—with any faculty
salary increases made in this austerity year
considered a threat to the fulfillment of student
needs.
However, it has been brought to our attention
that student needs and faculty demands are not
opposed at all: in fact, the needs of both

editorial
factions are inextricably intertwined. For a
repeated denial of valid request§ by one group
or the other will inevitably result in a lowered
level of excellence for the university as a whole.
Therefore, we want the faculty to know we
are not blind to the statistics indicating higher
faculty salaries outside Maine. On the contrary,
we realize with what difficulty UMO will
maintain its high standards of education if this
gap is not closed in the very near future.
So when the Board of Trustees faces the
107th Legislature at its upcoming special
session, we will back both planned
requests—for added operating funds and for
salary and wage relief for university employees.
If either group hopes to gain any extra funds at
all, they must accept compromises and fight for
the university as a whole—together.

Waine Campu
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will.
Call it "social democracy," if you
which
ies
e
activit
abusiv
If there be certain
on, now
"John Marshall has made his decisi
larger
area
an
of
ions
condit
affect the living
a
let him enforce it."
than, say a dormitory section or even
1832
n,
Jackso
• President Andrew
ve
entati
repres
larger
a
have
then
ory,
dormit
body make rules and decisions. That would
on,
decisi
her
made
Joline Morrison has
be called a complex council. Beyond, that,
now let her enforce it.
there is the General Student Senate.
Mrs. Morrison, assistant director of the
Point of information: Somerset has a
Department of Residential Life, has ordered
dormitory council, and the Hilltop has a
gned
that two Somerset Hall citizens be reassi
complex council. They are elected, and they
College
to housing on the Bangor Community
spend their time spending activity fee funds
campus.
on complex parties and dorm functions and
Meanwhile, the two students have apcooking appliances and they set up soap box
pealed the decision to higher authorities in
derby races and bus trips to Bar Harbor.
ity,
the UMO bureaucracy — Ross Moriar
The people who make the rules and enforce
Dwight Rideout, Vice President Arthur
them, or rather, who are coerced into
Kaplan —and they have been granted a stay
interpreting and enforcing admInistrative
of eviction by Morrison while their appeal is
laws are not elected. The two "resident
in progress.
assistants" to a floor and the head resident
Prior to the about-face by Residential Life
are appointed administration representatives
officials, who had previously indicated that
and are under salary to the University of
there could be no appeal, both students and a
Maine.
great many residents of their floor, the
I believe the time has come to put the
infamous Somerset fourth, and the other
and the power to define life-styles.
rights
three floors had vowed that they would not be
interpret actions, inforce rules, and impose
leaving their rooms.
sanctions back in the hands of the people who
Petitions, letters, and plans were being
are to be affected by such rules and
circulated when word of the appeal and the
decisions—the residents.
stay reached the dorm; the contingency
During my respite in Washington D.C. last
reportedly called for some type of civil
er. I sat in the gallery of the House of
semest
disobedience to prevent the physical removal
Representatives and wondered how legitimate
of the two outcasts.
legislative power could be manifested by the
It may still come to that, should no reversal
UMO Senate. Can they pass measures with
be forthcoming.
"force of law" within their realm? Or are
And there may be additional episodes
they forever doomed to passing impotent
before the year is out, because Residential
resolutions urging this and supporting that
Life this semester has shown irresponsible
detesting something else, and doling out
and
disregard for social democracy in the
a hundred grand or so in student bucks?
Somerset case and in the Estabrooke Hall vs.
I think they can come up with measures
Ram's Horn controversy.
with the force of law, if they assert
Estabrooke Hall residents voted by an
lves. That's a big if. It would take
themse
overwhelming majority Sept. 11, 72-48, to
diplomatic power and statesmanndous
treme
house
allow the student government coffee
ship to impress such law upon the university
committee to reincarnate the Ram's Horn
It will be a fine test of
administration.
there. Up popped Neal Davis. a cohort of
any test on this campus
unlike
power,
student
Mrs.Morrison. who declared that the coffeebe a test to see if
will
It
years.
l
severa
in
house in the basement would be a major
m as represenperfor
can
s
leader
d
electe
change in life-styles and required a two-thirds
tatives of the people.
vote of approval before it could move in. The
I challenge Jim McGowan, Dave Bridges,
on
short
92-50,
second time around it was
Jeff Raynes, Carl Pease, Kent Coffin, Jamie
both sides of the issue, and the coffeehouse
Eves, Dan O'Leary, Louis Smith, Bob Small,
has neither a yes or no.
and all the rest of you representatives to
In Somerset Hall, the essence of the
up on two feet and shout. Bring the
stand
dispute is that Residential Life authorities
down. Represent us.
house
in
ory
bypassed the residents of the dormit
by calling a legislative convention,
Start
ed
assum
they
all,
of
several manners. First
one week or two weeks of nightly meetings.
that certain rowdy activities (yelling out
Start by enacting a University of Maine
windows, loud stereo) which prompted a few
Life-Style Code, along the lines of the present
complaints, were habitual and -socially
handbook disciplinary code, with amendunacceptable" to dormitory residents.
ments of course, provide for ratification by
Somerset's administration issued verbal
dormitory referendums, and include an
warnings, which went unheeded, even to the
alternative clause for dorms that would write
extent that one of the accused foolishly
their own with the consent of the GSS.
claimed he had a right to "play my stereo as
Abolish the university disciplinary comloud as I want anytime I want to," according
and get rid of the disciplinary officer;
mittee
,
to sources. A written warning was issued
him as a disciplinary idviser or
int
reappo
set
Somer
still with no consultation with
something, just make him equal to us, not
residential government for social sanction. A
superior.
violation of a dining hall regulation ensued,
Declare that such
Assert yourselves.
r
anothe
of
nt
reside
head
the
by
d
as charge
"force of law"
the
have
shall
ents
enactm
Hilltop dorm, and the reassignment was
that adminisnity,
t
commu
studen
the
among
served.
and let the
off
hands
keep
shall
tration
and
on,
decisi
her
So Mrs. Morrison made
dormitories run their own houses.
now I should like to see her enforce it in the
Take that legislation up to Howard R.
face of a couple hundred fired up Somerset
Neville in Alumni Hall, and ask him to study
residents blocking stairways and hallways.
understand it, relate to it, and sign it.
it,
On the other hand, if the controversy had
ng the man, my bet is that he will.
ve
Knowi
effecti
been placed in the hands of an
won't, let's walk tall. Strike. We
If
he
inary
discipl
hoc
dormitory council, or an ad
right to define and regulate our own
the
have
via
nts
reside
the
to
council, or even given
life-styles, if we want it. Let's take it back.
referendum, and the same decision had been
Knowing the Student Senate, my bet is that
The
handed down, the call would be:
one man's call to action will raise some
students have made their decision, now let
And
eyebrows and slowly melt away.
them enforce it."
will
there
on,
I
men
have
called
the
ng
knowi
be
would
on
You claim a different decisi
tion.
frustra
great
a
be
that
claim
I
it.
be
handed down. So
But it will be worth a try, if only to prove
community, and/or its elected leaders, have
that we tried to govern ourselves, as we
the sole right to define what shall be
be governed.
should
acceptable within their own environment.
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Hang glider errors

Lettersletterslettersletters

lo the Editor:
There are certain factual
errors in your recent article
(Sept. 23) on hang-gliders (Organizational Fair) that need to
be cleared up.
First. I did not describe
hang-gliding as a risk experience. rather I said it was a risk
exercise. Risk exercise is that
class of recreation involving
calculable risk to the participant. Some sports classifiable
as risk exercise are mountainparachuting.
eering. sport
white water canoeing. (kayaking). etc. Hang-gliding is certainly an experience, but that's
beside the point.
Second. my hang-glider is an
Icarus II-13. and not a Quicksil-

Temperature and tickets
To the editor:
The latest buzz from inside
the
the bee hive high above
long,
a
for
in
we're
floor:
forest
and
cold winter. Cold. 1-o-n-g,
and
cold
than
Colder
cold.
longer than long. This winter
promises to be. in short, a long
and cold winter.
But wait! Whoa mule!
Have you got the facts? Can
you prove it. 1 mean scientifically? MAN can you show me a
sign?
This winter will be so cold
the parking tickets will freeze
on your windshield. Right on
down the lines to Part St. and
College Ave., frozen on your
windshield. I mean stuck, frozen solid. Like a popsicle on
your tongue. So solid frozen
that you needn't bother to file
those tickets.
Who cares about Windshields. I'll get another one.
And about tickets, who cares?
I'll give my old windshield to
someone with a ticket fetish, I'll
just drive on down south and
watch those troubles melt away.
Yeah, parking tickets and
ballot tickets. Lots in common.
Thes're both tickets. Who's on
the ticket? Oh, it's me on that

ticket, yeah, that's my license
plate number. 1 wanna be on
the ticket too! You wanna be
president? Here put your name
on the ticket.
You know, we don't need
tickets, we don't even need
presidents. Not even. Don't you
see what these people are

trying to get across? This
country would be in harmony
again if only we didn't have a
president. Power to the people,
right on!
Relax, raise the steins, and
put out your problems with the
roach.
Kelly Ross Sharkey

No tears for 'Elan Vital'
To the editor:
1 can understand the disgust
of the people at UMO over the
senseless destruction incurred
in the recent past. however I
am bewildered that people were
upset that a "work of art" was
lost to the world.
This hunk of cement which
has sat in front of Carnegie Hall
for the past few years has been
the subject of much intrigue
and has sparked such questions
as, "What is this piece of junk
doing in front of a nice building
like Carnegie?" and simple
comments such as "What a
waste of cement!"
1 can understand the horror
of the world at the loss of such
timeless masterpieces as the
Pieta and Rembrandt's The

Night Watch but the sadness
expressed by the people at the
loss of "the cement wonder"
has truly mystified me. Surely
we would not feel grief for the
loss of a UMO street curbing:
likewise the Elan Vital . Destruction is senseless, but so
was the creation of Elan Vital

John Harris
Corbett.Hall

US:

We're in a better
position to serve
you.
for business. Soon
Our new Orono Office is open
R BANKING
with "WINDOW 24" the 24-HOU
MACHINE.

Paul LaBrie
UMO

Thanks

It seems to me that I can
remember making something
very similar in my third grade
paper mache class and I also
remember the teacher telling
me how nice a larger version of
it would look in the playground.
The only thing that surprised
me was that the Elan Vital
lasted as long as it did.

ORONO.OLD TOWN. LIMO CAMP

ver. There is quite a difference
between both models, trust me.
Although correctly reported as
being hand-built by myself
(and incidently. wife & friends)
I must emphasize that I did not
design it. (1 wish 1 possessed
the genius to undertake such a
project though.)
This letter is in no way an
attempt to bad-mouth an otherwise fine article. In fact, on
behalf of Abenaki land myself)
I should like to thank the Maine
Campus for the generous amount of publicity afforded us
in our attempt to get a hanggliding organization started on
this campus.

To the editor.
There are many employees of
Residential Life who work among the students and are very
much appreciated but very
se:dom recognized. However,
some of these people continually perform services for the
University community. Not because it's a part of their job.
but out of a concern and true
friendship with the students
Bob Watson. head custodian at
Stewart Commons. is one of
these few people.
This past summer 1 was the
resident Director at Gannett
Hall. When I moved out at the
end of the summer session, 1

unknowingly left behind a tin
box containing a large sum of
money. The next time I heard
about the box, it was during a
phone call from Bob Watson.
who found it and called about
returning it to me.
-Since Bob refused to accept
anything more than a thankyou. I decided to write this
letter to your paper. so that
everyone on campus. espc,...411y
those living at Stewart Complex
will appreciate the fine individual living among them.
Thanks again. Bob!
name withheld per request

KNOW THE SEVEN
WARNING SIGNALS
THAT COULD
MEAN CANCER
1. Change in bowel or bladder habits.
2. A sore that does not heal.

3. Unusual bleeding or discharge.
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4. Thickening or lump in breast or elsewhere.
5. Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.
6. Obvious change in wart or mole.
7. Nagging cough or hoarseness.
t
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ces
necessarily mean you have cancer. The chan
right
or
doct
are that you don't. But see your
the
away. Only he can make the diagnosis. And
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American Cancer Society.
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99 Park Street, Orono

Tel 866 5501

G. Martin Haynes
Manager
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Sparse crowd boogies atSCAR benefit concert
Except for the sparseness of the crowd,
the scene at the concert given Sunday by
the Statewide Correctional Alliance for
Reform (SCAR) was like a newspaper
clipping from 1968. Hastily painted signs
blasted old bygone causes: INDICT
ROCKEFELLER; FREE THE ATTIKKKA
BROTHERS; POWER TO THE PEOPLE.
The music was loud, and those who
danced were uninhibited and enthusiastic.
During the ten hour concert. 11 groups
performed. including McNally. who began
the marathon sing at 1:00 p.m. Psaltery,
Peter Gallway the Great Northers Review,
Ron Sweet and Andy Periale followed.
The next group. Cruisin; left the stage to
rowdy applause and shouts for more.

THE

FAMILY MARKET
Stillwater Ave.
"The Best in Meats
and Cold Beer"

Wheelin' Home played next. Avon Field
was on stage about 7:00 p.m. The two
most popular groups. Beauty and the
Beast and Oat Willy. calne on last.
Profits from the concert go to SCAR's
general fund, according to spokesperson
Joel Newstetter. Although still associated
with prison reform, SCAR has broadened
its interests. "It is." said Newstetter,
"an organization of ex-prisoners, prisoners and community people working for
social change."
SCAR current goals include organizing
a bail fund for Penobscot County.
Newstetter said if a person is arrested and
cannot afford bail he may stay in jail three
months waiting for trial, whether he is

MOBILE HOME FOR SALE-60 X 12
plus 12 X 6 expandable living room.
Located in Pine Haven, Stillwater
Storage building also inAve.
cluded. Two bedrooms, excellent
condition. Call: THE HASEY CO.,
INC. REAL ESTATE BROKERS.
827-5152.

'PICK UP SPOTS
•ESTABROOKE HALL
*HAUCK AUDITORIUM
• MEMORIAL GYM
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114410
YOUR I D CARO IS YOUR

3;00

However Newstetter said a number of
people at the concert had expressed
interest in working for SCAR. "People
are more important than money," he said.
"We can always get money somewhere."
Too many students don't relate to
SCAR. said Newstetter. He blamed this
on colleges' isolation from the community.
"We are interested in forming a strong
SCAR chapter in Bangor," he added.
"We want both students and community
people. Students have the resources and
community work should be part of their
education."

Classifieds Housing crisis spurs
tenant union action

Open 8:30 am to 9:30 pm 6 Days
2:30 am to 5:30 pm Sun.

OF

guilty or not. Similar programs to prevent
this have already been established in
Portland. Brunswick, Lewiston and
Augusta.
Legislation to end solitary confinement
in prisons is another SCAR project.
"There have been several attemped
suicides in solitary confinement just in the
last month," claimed Newstetter. "A few
were successful."
The concert's small crowd was the only
thing shattering the illusion of the activist
SCAR member Peter Simon
60's.
estimated about four hundred people
attended the concert. "We'll just about
break even," he said.

DEPAR1
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An area housing shortage has stimulated the newly formerd Orono-Old Town
Tenants Union to put programs into
motion dealing with the off-campus
housing crisis.
Mark Schneider, the Off-Campus Board
(OCB) tenant advocate, said the present
aim is to enact new local and state housing
laws dealing with rent control and
licensing. He said the union will initiate a
voter registration drive to mobilize UMO
student votes on a local housing referendum.
The union was organized by the OCR to
study rent and repair problems, evictions,
alleged tenant harrassment by landlords
and on-campus parking shortage facing
off-campus students.
John Hansen of the Bureau of Labor
Education said most housing discrimination is economically based, affecting
students who fall in the low-income group.
He said rent profiteering, the accumulation of exhorbitant profits by landlords, is
illegal and can draw the community's

attention upon the housing problem.
Schneider claimed area landlords make
30 to 50 per cent profits because the
market tolerates it. He said the landlord is
entitled to a fair profit without taking
advantage of the people.
Hansen said previous tenant union
experiences indicate it is better to effect
changes through legal channels rather
than "blowing the whistle too loud."
Otherwise the landlord will not rent
unsafe buildings which possibly could be
repaired, thus accelerating a housing
decrease and rent increase.
Schneider said the union expects to
explore ideas for student-owned, nonprofit cooperative housing to increase the
supply of cheaper housing.
Other area Tenants Unions Scheider
said, are pursuing enforcement of the
Orono housing code and establishing an
Old Town code. They are also organizing
and supporting rent strikes in warranted
cases, and proposing an equitable campus
parking system.

ASSOCIATION
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Emerson passes Bears over Bucknell 1 7-
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by George Almasi
The UMO Black Bears, behind the
running and passing talents of sophomore
signal caller Butch Emerson, clawed and
scrapped their way to an exciting 17-0
victory over the visiting Bucknell 'Bisons',
at Alumni Field last Saturday.
Bucknell, still smarting from a 47-3
thrashing given them by the Rutgers
eleven last week, travelled to Orono ready
to make amends. The only problem was
that the Bruins forgot to inform the Bears
of their plans.
From the outset, the contest proved to
be a defensive match as neither team
could score until late in the third quarter.
The frustrated Bisons displaying virtually
a non-existant offense, never once brought
the ball within field goal distance throughout the entire match.
After ten minutes of play had elasped.
Bucknell finally reached mid-field on a
short Bear punt. Mike Pensabene then
rambled for four yards and for the first
time in the game. a team advanced into
enemy territory. On the ensuing play.
Bison Quarterback Kerry Snow's pass to
Karl Meyer was deftly intercepted by Bear
McCormick.
defensive back Rich
McCormick was the team leader last year
with six, and played in two games before
pilfering his first aerial.
Bucknell remained unnerved and
when
possession
regained
quickly
Emerson fumbled and Chuck Bagdy
recovered giving the Bisons good field
The Black Bear defense,
position.
ely every Saturday,
immens
improving
forced Snow to overthrow two passes and
Bucknell punted.
Bear lineman Gary Dow. pounced on
another Bison fumble and Maine began
their longest drive beginning on their 33
and ending with a Jack Leggett field goal
attempt. Two Emerson passes good for 12
and 15 yards early in the second period set
the stage for Leggett's first of three
attempts on the day. From 36 yards out.
Leggett's kick was long enough but ruled
wide to the left.
The first half saw no scoring but the
contest was an extremely physical match
g
and both defenses yielded next-to-nothin
attempt.
goal
field
lone
the
by
e
evidenc
as
Emerson. seemingly poised and conMark
fident, passed for 66 yards and

DeGregorio, coming off a sub-par UMass
game rushed for 46 first-half yards.
Early in the third period, Maine
mounted a drive deep inside Bruin
territory. Emerson, passing more freely,
threw to Bill Bruso for 15 yards and to
DeGregorio for 14 but came up short as
his aerial on third and ten fell harmlessly
to the ground. Jack Leggett thela came on
the field and attempted his second field
goal. His 32 yard kick was again long
enough but was called wide by the
officials.
Receiving possession after the missed
.kick. Senior Bucknell Co-Captain , Rick
Wardrop ran for twenty-six of his
Mike Pensabene
thirty-one yards.
rambled for six and the Bisons appeared
to be picking up momentum. No such
luck. On third and one. Wardrop fumbled
and Gary Dow alertly recovered for the
second time and Maine gained possession
on the Bucknell 47.
Bear fullback Jim Bumont scooted
off-tackle for eight yards. Emerson 11 on a
keeper play and halfback Jim Hood four
yards as Maine found themselves sitting
pretty on the Bison 26. Emerson fumbled
on the subsequent play but DeGregorio
recovered for a three yard loss. Rather
than keep the ball on the ground like in
past performances Maine decided to go to
the air and Emerson hit DeGregorio twice
to put Maine on the three yard line with
goal to go. With 1:35 left in the quarter.
DeGregorio slashed into the endzone and
Leggett made good on his conversion
attempt to put Maine ahead 7-0 while
ending third quarter scoring.
Bucknell was held in check again and
was forced to turn over the ball. Maine
took advantage of the Bucknell ineptness
and started all over on their 15. Emerson.
showing off the passing form he displayed
last Saturday. rifled a pass to tight end
John Dumont for 15 and then uncorked a
40 varder to Brusco setting up the Maine
offense at the Bison 25. Leggett split the
uprights on his third and final field goal
attempt upping the score to 10-0.
Later on in the game. Maine had to
punt after taking the ball to Bucknell's 40
but a roughing the kicker penalty assessed
ball
against Bucknell resulted in Maine's
yards.
more
and fifteen
Emerson. handed off to Dumont twice

for twelve yards and Maine was threatening again. After two incomplete passes
Emerson itept the pigskin, rolled right and
ultimately scored with 5:00 left in the
game. Leggett's excellent kicking form

put the Black Bears ahead 17-0. Maine
remainder
kept Bucknell in check for the
as
of the contest and the scoring ended
'75'
the
of
game
first
their
won
the Bears
season.

rhett wieland
off in
punt
this
gets
barely
Wood
Steve
Bear punter
Saturday's action against Bucknell.
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$33,500,000

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

I

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103
I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1 00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order — no cash, please.)
card
It you wish to use your chargebelow
ple•se till out appropriate bevies
PLEASE RUSH YOUR
CURRENT LIST OF
IMED SCHOLARSHIPS
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"Streisand and Redford
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Stylish Dress Jeans and
Nitty Gritty Blue Jeans
To Rugged Cords.
the newest cut
and fabrics
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Travel with YC foes

Sports

Gridders to tour Europe
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Clash

Sugar and spice and everything nice?

Women slosh to field hockey win
UMO's Women's Field Hockey team
slipped and sloshed their way to an 8-2
victory over UMF here in Saturday's rainy
contest.
Orono started off with a fast goal by
Linda Clark and was immediately followed
with a second from teammate Paula
Noyes. UMF remained scoreless until the
last 10 minutes of the game when Orono's
goalie slipped in the mud and Farmington
drove the ball into the cage. The first half
ended with Orono leading 2-1.
By the second half, the players had
familiarized themselves with the surface
and speeded up their play. Within 3
minutes. right halfback Cyndi Chadwick
earned the third goal with an assist by
Georgia Tuttle. The forward line continued to work well with the defense
netting 3 more quick goals while leaving
no holes open for Farmington.
On Orono's try for their 7th goal,
Farmington's goalie stopped a "sure"
goal by slipping and sitting on the ball.

Thus the officials declared a Penalty
Stroke subsequently taken by attacking
player. Cyndi Chadwick. Chadwick flicked
the ball toward Farmington's goalie
who, in the process of stopping it with her
hand. illegally dropped her stick, thus
awarding the goal to Orono. Each team
scored again ending the game at 8-2.
Coach Walsh requests that the men's
football, soccer, and softball teams in the
future, play somewhere else as they are
partially responsible for chewing up the
goal cages.
"It was so bad," she added, "that we
had to get out there and shovel some of
the mud away."
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allowed to tour each city and there will be
by Dennis Hoey
ample opportunity for each player to meet
American
introduce
to
In a major effort
students from the other universities. It
amateur college football to the Western
will also be an opportunity for the players
Eurospean continent, the University of
to exchange different cultural ideas.
Maine at Orono has agreed to join five
Westerman re-emphasized that the tour
Yankee Conference foes to tour several
will be. "A great experience for each
European cities.
individual American student involved."
Robert Kap, promoter and organizer of
The Intercontinental Football League is
scheduled
the exhibition tour tentatively
a group of generous people, Westerman
for this summer, lavels it as the
said, as the project will not cost the state
"European Football Cultural Exchange
or the university anything.
program." Kap is the commissioner of
Written assurance that funds will be
'
League,
Football
Intercontinental
the
available to each team for the trip must be
which is financing all food, lodging, and
in by April 1, 1976. he added.
transportation during the entire trip by the
This is the first time that such a large
YC teams.
The 6 schools involved are; UMO. number of schools from the U.S. have
traveled extensively in Europe to play
Boston University, The University of
football.
However, the University of
Massof
Univerisity
Connecticut.
achusetts, University of New Hampshire, Rhode Island football team traveled in
1973 to Frankfurt. Germany. to meet the
and the University of Rhode Island.
U.S. Air Force team.
The YC teams are scheduled to play in
When asked why the trip was cancelled
Milan and Rome, Italy; Barcelona and
last summer, Westerman commented,
Madrid. Spain; Munich and West Berlin,
Germany; and Vienna, Austria; although "We didn't feel we were ready, there was
not enough time to prepare, and we
no contracts have yet been signed with
wanted a first class operation."
each individual city.
Head UMO football coach Walt Abbott,
Harold
director
athletic
UMO
when queried about what sort of a
Westerman said that each city has the
stabilizing effect this tour might have on
proper facilities to hold a football contest.
the shaky YC league, said, "I haven't
The visiting teams will be using soccer
really thought about it. Right now I'm
fields for their games.
more worried about the upcoming games
Forty-four players from each school
this season."
team will be allowed to go on the tour.
Westerman added that except in Britain
Two games will be played simultaneously
France, soccer is losing its popularity
and
in two different cities with three teams
in Europe. "Europeans have no team
involved in each of the games.
For
sport they can tie themselves to emotionexample. Maine and Massachusetts would
ally." he explained. "The European TV
play with a third team also involved in the
viewer greatly enjoys American football."
a
thus
adopting
round-robin
game.
The trip is not only a cultural exchange
format.
effort, but an effort on the part of Kap to
The NCAA has officially sanctioned the
stimulate the average European sports
three-week tour which allows each YC
fan's need for a team sport with which
team to play four games apiece.
they can identify and thus to promote
Westerman emphasized the educational
football in Europe in the hopes of
aspects of the trip for the Orono team. He
initiating a league overseas.
noted that each UMO player will be
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internship
in
career education
The College of Education is sponsoring a special training program in
career education for interested undergraduates during the Spring Semester,
1975. Students selected for this program will receive formal training in
career education and field experience in the Bangor Public Schools. Each
intern will receive a stipend of $210 to cover tuition and materials.
The field experience may not be done concurrently with student teaching.
Applicants must be full-time students in junior or senior standing.

Interested students can secure additional information and application materials aby contacting Dr.
Charles Ryan, 114 Shibles Hall. Applications must
be received by October 10th. Selections will be
made by November 15th and will be based on
g.p.a. and previous educational and work experience.
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